A Pedestrian-Portable 2m/70cm Walking Stick Antenna for the “Ham Gentleman”

Walk about freely with this pedestrian-portable antenna. Use it for better coverage at a parade, a bike-a-thon or just on a stroll. Alternately, hang it in a tree or mount it permanently. Its utility will impress you. It is also an ideal low-cost ham radio club project.

By John Portune W6NBC and Ernie Sloan W6ND

Over the centuries walking sticks have held surprises – stilettos, whiskey flasks, fencing foils, even guns. James Bond, eat your heart out. This version conceals an efficient highly-portable dual-band VHF/UHF antenna that will greatly extend the range of your HT.

2m/70cm portables are often seen clamped to a picnic table, mounted on a tripod, or hung from a tree. But recently at a parade it struck me that a more versatile design might be a classical gentleman’s walking-stick antenna. Figure 1. It’s very portable. Hold it up when you want good range. Or use it as a walking stick to change locations. And, of course, you can still hang it up in a tree.

Figure 1: W6NBC holding gentleman ham’s walking stick
Thinking about how to make one, my first question was the type of antenna to use in the stick? My first thought was a J-pole, perhaps made from 300 Ohm twin lead – a popular DIY design? But too long – 38 in. (antenna) + 19 in. (matching stub). So what about a coaxial dipole? It’s much shorter and just as good a performer? (See side bar).

Choke Coaxial Dipole

But rather than a conventional coaxial dipole (side bar right), this coaxial takes advantage of two innovations: (1) no coaxial sleeve, and (2) 70cm stubs for a better radiation pattern on the 440 MHz band.

(Side Bar)

For readers unfamiliar with the coaxial dipole, the classical design consists of a \( \frac{1}{4} \lambda \) monopole spike mounted over a \( \frac{1}{4} \lambda \) cylindrical metal sleeve, closed at the top, open at the bottom. (right).

Coaxial Dipoles: Conventional (right), Choke (left)

The feed coax enters through the bottom end of sleeve and runs up to the center of the antenna. There the inner conductor connects to the spike and the shield to the sleeve. It’s technically a center-fed \( \frac{1}{2} \lambda \) dipole.

What’s more, it has the same performance as a J-pole, but is shorter and usually narrower. On the left is the alternate version, a choke coaxial, described in the accompanying article.
No Coaxial Sleeve

To understand how the sleeve may be omitted, picture this. When RF arrives at the center feed point, it not only runs upward on the spike but also downward on the outside of the shield. However, the choke, $\frac{1}{4} \lambda$ down the coax, blocks the currents going any farther down the shield. This is the same as what happens at the open end of the sleeve of a conventional coaxial dipole. Hence, this part of the coax shield now performs the same function as the sleeve. But this variant is smaller in diameter – more suitable for the walking stick.

The choke is seven turns of the feed coax wrapped around the outside of the walking stick, just below the handle. Figures 2 & 8. This number of turns is the minimum necessary to achieve a choke inductance of roughly $1\frac{1}{2}$ µH needed for 2m. More turns and length would have been needed had the choke been put inside the shaft. Incidentally, both authors tried using VHF-mix ferrite beads in place of the coax choke and were entirely unsuccessful. Comments are welcomed here.

![Figure 2: Handle of the walking stick showing the 7-turn choke and the feedline pigtail. You may mount a connector instead, if you prefer.](image)

Dual-banding the Antenna

The second innovation was to achieve a good radiation pattern on both bands. Many hams know that a 2m antenna can exhibit a low SWR on 70cm. That's because the 440 MHz band is close to the third harmonic of 2m. But what many hams are not aware of is that the radiation pattern of a plain 2m dipole or J-pole used on 70 cm is poor. Many J-pole home builders ignore this. They assume that a low SWR is all they need to achieve. Not so, notice Figure 3. As you can see, much of the energy goes in the wrong direction.
Fortunately, there is an easy solution. Install 70cm stubs on the 2m antenna to create a good UHF radiation pattern. Many commercial HF antennas use this technique to achieve good patterns on their multi-band antennas.

Here’s how the stubs work. Transmission line theory dictates that the open end of a shorted $\frac{1}{4} \lambda$ stub looks like an open circuit. If we place two 70cm stubs, one $\frac{1}{4} \lambda$ above and the other $\frac{1}{4} \lambda$ below the feed point, the outer ends of the antenna will disappear on 70cm and the radiation pattern will be ideal. Note the improvement in Figure 4.
Without the stubs the antenna is $1\frac{1}{2} \lambda$ on 70cm, yielding the poor radiation pattern of Figure 3. But with the stubs installed the antenna becomes a $\frac{1}{2} \lambda$ dipole as it also is on 2m. The stubs merely add end loading on 2m, shortening the overall antenna by roughly 3 to 5 in, but have no effect on the 2m pattern.

Figure 5 shows the SWR curves for the antenna on both bands. Because 2m and 70cm are not in an exact 3 to 1 frequency ratio, some of the dimensions shown had to be slightly compromised. Note that the resulting SWR dip is just a little high in frequency on 2m and low on 70cm. This is not a problem, however. Theory predicts that the losses are very small on any antenna when the SWR is under 2 to 1. It is even quite acceptable under 3 to 1.

![Figure 5: SWR curves. Note the small compromise of center frequencies.](image)

**Mechanical Issues**

To keep with tradition, the outside of the walking stick is made from every ham's favorite DIY material – common PVC pipe (¾ in.). What would hams do without PVC pipe? If you are also a woodworker you might consider using a real cane to hold the antenna. If any reader makes one, please send me a photo. Additionally, one could include a mounting bracket on the handle for an HT. One ham buddy even suggested Blue Tooth. A black paint job might also be good.

To make the whole assembly easy to put together, you'll need to cut a $\frac{1}{4}$ in. by 2½ in. slot lengthwise in the top end of the shaft. A Dremel with a cutoff disk works well here. The slot facilitates bringing the coax of the choke to the outside for the choke and installing the handle. The top turn of the choke is secured by the elbow of the handle. Don't, however, glue this joint until after final tuning.
For a permanent installation you can use a straight PVC coupling and an additional length of pipe instead of the handle. A slightly less attractive but more versatile walking stick variant would be to substitute a PVC-T fitting for the elbow. Now the antenna will mount quickly on a PVC mast for fixed temporary use.

Building the Antenna

Begin construction by preparing the two UHF stubs from 8 AWG solid copper wire. Do not substitute a different gauge or wire type. The stubs, the spike and the shield of the coax need to be close to the same diameter for a low SWR on both bands. 8 AWG wire is roughly the same diameter as the shield of RG-58 (not including the jacket). So do not use another type of coax either.
With a pair of pointed-nose pliers, prepare the stubs as shown in Figure 6. Begin with more wire than needed. The small loops at the stub ends should fit snugly on the spike as well as around the coax shield (with the outer jacket removed). Insure that both stubs have a center to center spacing of ½ in.

Next, prepare the RG-58 coax for the lower half of the antenna and the pigtail. Carefully remove the outer jacket for 1 in. where the lower stub solders to the shield. Also, leave roughly 1 in. of the center conductor sticking out of the top of the coax above the feed point. You will later solder this to the bottom of the spike.

Next, cut the spike to length, but make it 0.3 in. shorter than indicated (total 17 in.). It is represented by the dot in Figure 6. This will facilitate soldering the center conductor of the coax to the spike. Now solder the stubs to the antenna halves at the positions indicated. Tin all connection points before soldering. Apply your iron only to the small loop at the end of the stub to avoid overheating the coax, not directly to the coax shield. When the solder flows it will bond to the shield. A dab of flux is a good idea. Then cut the stubs to length.

Nylon washers (¾ in. OD, ¼ in. ID) provide spacing and stability for the stubs. Many hardware stores carry these. Drill opposing holes ½ in. apart in the washers for the wires and the coax. Figure 7. Finally solder the two halves of the antenna together at the dot. Form a small loop in the center conductor 0.3 in. above the feed point. Stabilize this connection with heat-shrink tubing or electrical tape. The antenna may otherwise break at this point during assembly or later in use.

To assist during tuning, measure 3.8 in. down the coax from the bottom of the lower stub, and put a small ty-wrap around the coax just above it. Now push the
coax through the handle and insert the completed antenna assembly into the walking stick shaft from the slotted end.

Next, pull the coax to the outside through the top of the slot, and snug it up against the ty-wrap. Now wind seven closely-spaced turns onto the shaft, returning the coax to the inside of the shaft at the top. Figures 2 & 8.

![Figure 8: Detail of choke. Slot in shaft is ¼ in. by 2½ in.](image)

Then, while helping the coax through the handle, push the handle onto the shaft. Again, do not glue this joint yet. For long-term stability in a fixed installation you may also wish to install a nylon screw through the shaft and top hook to support the antenna assembly inside the PVC pipe, though I have found the stability of the antenna quite adequate as is.

**Tuning**

The only tuning required is to set the distance between the lower stub and the choke for a 2m SWR dip as shown in Figure 4. To do this, use an antenna analyzer (MFJ-259 or similar), or an HT and an SWR meter and find the frequency where the SWR is lowest. It it important while tuning to suspend the antenna clear of nearby objects with a length of non-metalic cord.

If the resonant frequency on 2m is low, the choke is too far from the lower stub. Pull off the handle and slide the ty-wrap and rewind the choke windings closer to the stub. If it’s too high, reverse the process. The resonance on UHF is little affected by the location of the choke, being determined mostly by stub length. Lastly, after final tuning, you may now glue the handle onto the shaft. For a
permanent location weatherproof the choke with large diameter heat-shrink tubing or electrical tape. Also, add a pipe cap to the end opposite the choke.

There haven't been many new antennas designed since the mid 1930's but this versatile little variant of a classic design is highly portable and is “a touch” elegant. It can serve you in a variety of situations from parades to a permanent base station. I may buttonhole my good friend AF6PZ, also a fancy wood-worker, for a classy shell to put mine in. How about it Jerry? And many thanks to my co-author, W6ND, Ernie for inspiring this project with his own version of the walking stick. He gave a very-well-received talk featuring it at a local radio club recently on what any ham can do with just copper wire, ty-wraps and of course PVC pipe, the universal ham DIY material. Home brew is by no means dead in ham radio.

We’ll be pleased to correspond at jportune@aol.com, or through w6nbc.com.